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       I'll never forget anything about Middle Earth. That's part of my memory
now so I won't miss anything. 
~David Wenham

I'm becoming a frustrated director, I think, in an actor's body. 
~David Wenham

Some people would say I've made it now. 
~David Wenham

My life at the moment is a bit like my wardrobe. Organised chaos. 
~David Wenham

Id love to work with the people who really got the film industry going
again through the 70s: Peter Weir, Bruce Beresford, Gillian Armstrong,
Fred Schepisi. 
~David Wenham

In very general terms 'Top Of The Lake' is about good and evil. It's a
deep dark mystery. It also deals with lots of fascinating human
relationships, and it's also about the battle of the sexes. 
~David Wenham

I think actors do make really, really wonderful directors. 
~David Wenham

I do regard myself as very lucky. 
~David Wenham

I would love to direct a feature and have Robert Connolly produce it.
That would be really fab. 
~David Wenham

I've ended up spending more time in front of a camera than on stage,
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but the stage is where I come from. 
~David Wenham

Acting, to me, is being given the freedom and ability to play, and that's -
that's what I love most about it. I feel very comfortable in playing,
whether it be in front of a camera or on stage. 
~David Wenham

Australia is a phenomenally beautiful country, and every time I go away
and come back, it never ceases to amaze me. 
~David Wenham

Well you just have to own it, I suppose. Own the character, which is
difficult. 
~David Wenham

I have a sort of long-term plan to direct. I'm pragmatic about it. I realize
I don't need to rush it or force it. 
~David Wenham
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